Reviewing the Work of Stephen Jenkinson
Susan Shawn, BA, CHT.
In early February of 2015, a doctor told me that I had Stage IV kidney cancer, and that I had about two months
to two years to live. In my travels in this new-to-me realm of “imminent death,” I encountered Stephen Jenkinson and his book Die Wise. I devoured his eloquent language, his wisdom, and experience that he shares so
thoughtfully and carefully. His teachings fit seamlessly into the Hakomi principles and deserve to be introduced
in the Forum for others who may be approaching death, or those who have clients, family, or friends who may
be.
Jenkinson has an MA in theology from Harvard University and an MA in social work from the University of Toronto. He speaks around the world, is consultant to palliative care and hospice organizations, and is the founder
of the Orphan Wisdom School in Canada.
For Jenkinson, high tech health care has become an undeclared war on dying itself. “If you can, you should”
(p. 23) is the mantra in our death phobic culture in North America, meaning you should do whatever you can to
continue living, no matter what, no matter how much violence you do to the dying person, their body, and their
very soul. Dying wise goes against attempts to control and domesticate dying including palliative care. It is a way
of redeeming our way of dying that is the right of everyone, a moral obligation, a political act, an act of love,
spiritual activism, and yes, immensely hard labor. Therein lies his manifesto.
Instead of a sedated, managed, defeated dying (cope, hope, dope), Jenkinson is talking about purposed, meaningful dying that roots us into our life in a way that nothing else can do. He doesn’t say not to use pain meds
if they are needed, but to be mindful of each choice, each prayer, and what it accomplishes in a death phobic
culture.
So, what would dying look like from a Hakomi perspective? We seek non-violence, organicity, a body-mind
connection that is trustworthy, mindfulness in and of the process, and unity. That is precisely what Jenkinson is
teaching once you read between the lines. He also includes: village mindedness; caring for our ancestors and our
dead, weaving them in our lives; breaking the trance of our death phobic culture; seeing dying as an angel, rather
than an executioner, something you live, wrestle with, share, and can teach to others.
Die Wise is not an easy book to read, especially for someone with a terminal diagnosis. He offers not even a
thread of wiggle room. For example, people who are dying often ask for “more time.” He thoroughly demolishes
that idea. If you get more time, you get more time to die, more death, “temporary citizenship in the Land of the
Living” (p. 133). He titles one chapter The Tyrant Hope. What he means is that if you are living focused on hope,
you are living in the future, and are not present to your life that you actually still have. His alternative is to live
hope free, which is a subversive move towards lucidity, a revolution of sorts.
He talks about word voodoo: the idea that if you say it, you can make it happen, so no one talks to the dying
person about their approaching death. No one will name it for fear they might make it happen. I’ve walked with
some good friends during their dying time who carried this view. There was no way to be with them in any level
of honesty and devotion. Jenkinson offers no place to hide.
Even the notion of “quality of life” as a deciding factor in dying is up for grabs with him. He believes that quality
of life is a principle strategy in our culture’s project of dying—not dying. It enforces the addiction we have to
competence, mastery, and autonomy. It doesn’t serve the dying, who are anything but competent, and quite literally out of control. “If there were no palliative care, what would the arc of dying look like?” he asks. What if we
respect the process itself, and listen deeply to what might be needed here? This is right up Hakomi alley.
Our culture says, according to this man who has worked in the “death trade” for decades, that we can die not
dying. Dying, instead, in his view, must be allowed to change literally everything. As a person living this through
right now, I have to say it really, really does change everything. Staying mindful to this cataclysmic shifting is
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challenging, and hard work. Jenkinson is a trustworthy
guide.
The wisdom we seek can be found in suffering, from being
broken-hearted, which for him is a skill. Wisdom comes
from learning grief and from practicing grief. Who asks us
to be fulfilled in our dying, or to even thrive in our dying,
or to be good at it? We need a faithful witness to our dying,
not someone who will banish what is hard and demanding.
In Ron Kurtz’s language, we need someone with loving
presence who can make being vulnerable and incompetent,
safe; someone from whom we can receive comfort; someone who is not there to fix what cannot be fixed; someone
who is aware that death goes beyond just humans, to trees,
rivers, stones, even mountains. We need to proceed as if
there is merit in knowing death well.
Jenkinson asks huge questions with a rare precision. He
asks the question: When in human history did the death
phobia begin? It’s not so in other cultures. How “natural” is
it to be afraid of dying?
What if this insistence on dying being a trauma is the traumatizing thing about dying in our culture? High tech dying turns you into a victim. That’s not true for all cultures.
In my opinion, high tech tends to do this to birth as well.
A large portion of Jenkinson’s book is about our dead: they
are “a rumor, unclaimed and unknown.” Their bones are
somewhere else. It is the orphan story of the Americas,
which is a type of homelessness. The alchemy of belonging
comes when we plant our dead and their bodies sustain
that place. In our history we have slavery, people fleeing,
flight as culture, no bone yard in common. People internalize “home” when they are homeless. That leads to a culture
of autonomy, self-sufficiency, lonely multi-cultural cities.
The outcome for the dead is, mostly, unknown. Even our
gods are homeless, not of a place. Even our foundational
story, the garden of Eden, speaks of the loss of home, the
loss of eternity, of death. Indigenous cultures tend to have
gods who live on the same land that they do, embedded
into the very earth.
When my mother was dying in our home, about two
weeks out, she suddenly declared that she wanted to go
home. No amount of saying that this was her home now,
no amount of saying she was going home in her dying, appeased her. She had told me my entire life that she wanted
to be cremated, and that’s what we had planned. But now
she wanted to be buried, she wanted to go home, to Ohio I
guess, where her family and her ancestors were buried.
Part of our fear of dying for Jenkinson is that the dying
begin to understand that their very reality is pending.
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“They are on the Lost Nation highway, even as dying,
not yet dead,” disappearing from the memory of those
left behind (p. 279). Amnesia is built into our care of our
dead. They don’t need us anymore. They are mysteriously
completed and self sufficient, above the fray. That is power,
in a culture like ours. How will I be remembered, if at all,
I wonder? Do I just disappear from life, from the human
sphere into the realm of “the dead” that almost no one
even thinks about?
Now that I am dying, I find myself turning to face those
from whom I come, my ancestors, my own “dead,” trying to learn from them. We don’t treat our dead with any
degree of hospitality, usually.
“Dying means to be wrecked on schedule” (p. 300). Being
sad is not being depressed, not something to fix. We need
courage to stop trying not to die and to relax into it. Dying
can be achieved, not endured as we tend to see it. It can
be learned. We can die wise. Dying is the time to untie the
links of strength and competence that bind us to our bodies. Stopping eating is to “vote no” for keeping on (p. 309).
It turns the tide.
To die wise, we can “faithfully report on our ebbing days,
the sway of it” (p. 310). My husband will likely not have
an escort when it’s his turn, a sorrow that brings me to my
knees. Children need to know, too, to begin to get a feel
for it.
“If you are attending a death, bring a soft focus, a slow gait
in your thinking and your speech. Stay willing, be supple
in your understanding, ask your eyes to stay open, wonder
what is needed of you” (p. 314). As Hakomi therapists, we
have practice in working in the non-verbal realm, so this
will help a great deal.
Dying people are busy trying to find their way out of their
bodies and out of their lives, and there is scant language
for this (p. 315). I remember my mom late one night
describing being in a tunnel, about half way through. She
had a new doctor “on the other side, who had done all the
paperwork,” and now she wanted to know if she could turn
around and come back. Exhausted, I told her that I didn’t
know, but I would see her in the morning, or not, depending on her choice. We said goodnight and goodbye. And
she was all sparkle in the morning; she did figure it out.
She lived another few months after that. When my beloved
companion David died, he was radiant and said that he
could see the light all around.
“When dying is understood as justice, mercy, a sign of
compassion that is stitched into the fabric of life itself, that
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can bring us into a world-loving, community-serving love
of life” (p. 350). Then we can die wise.
“Grief isn’t an intrusion into the natural order of things.
It is the natural order of things” (p. 367). It’s the ability of
seeing the story of the thing, the whole story. We are grief
impaired, grief illiterate. We learn instead how to manage
it, resolve it, get over it. It’s not just the feeling of sorrow,
or guilt. It is knowledge and understanding that each of
us is obligated to live, for our life. “How you die grows
kinship, a chance to practice unlikely gratitude, a way of
loving,” and love is a way of grieving (p. 378). Jenkinson
steps into the unity principle easily and often. He is an
unusual man, with language that delves deep into the heart
of things, a poet, a storyteller, and a fearless angel of death.
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The DVD Griefwalker is a lush, marvelous video of Jenkinson and his work, his language, his teaching. Again, there
is no hiding place, no way to avoid death in this. He helps
us take a long, deep drink into what it is and what it could
be, how we got here, and what needs to change for it to be
more organic.
His workbook, How It All Could Be, brings a whole series
of questions to the table. Here is his dedication:
This was made for all those who have come to me
questioning, sorrowing, fighting and trying to lay
low while their lives go as lives go, for the families
and friends of those who didn’t live to see this
done, for all those who asked for it. It was made
with gratitude to the teachers and great rememberers out on the dangerous and darkening roads,
where it all lives.
It’s a study guide to Die Wise, a shower of questions that
incite deep reflections, conversations with shared ideas,
delving deeper still into this concept, this manifesto of
dying wise. He teaches that you wrestle the angel of death
“by grief, by wonder, by courting uncertainty, by falling in
love again with being alive, this time with the taste of its
end strongly on your tongue.” It’s part study guide and part
workbook, part meditation, and part kitchen table conversation. He wants us to work at this. It’s quite grand, and I
recommend it to those who read his book.
As for me, I have only been using alternative medicine,
and I am now, a little over a year later, a stage III cancer
patient. We don’t know what that means exactly, but I
am learning to live hope free. I’m putting language to this
journey in my blog www.SusanShawnAlive.wordpress.com.
I keep my eyes open, and I’m learning how to die wise, as
best I can.
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